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RNA structure plays roles in myriad cellular events including transcription, translation,
and RNA processing. Genome-wide analyses of RNA secondary structure in vivo by
chemical probing have revealed critical structural features of mRNAs and long ncRNAs.
Here, we examine the in vivo secondary structure of a small RNA class, tRNAs. Study
of tRNA structure is challenging because tRNAs are heavily modified and strongly
structured. We introduce “tRNA structure-seq,” a new workflow that accurately deter-
mines in vivo secondary structures of tRNA. The workflow combines dimethyl sulfate
(DMS) probing, ultra-processive RT, and mutational profiling (MaP), which provides
mutations opposite DMS and natural modifications thereby allowing multiple modifi-
cations to be identified in a single read. We applied tRNA structure-seq to E. coli under
control and stress conditions. A leading folding algorithm predicts E. coli tRNA
structures with only ∼80% average accuracy from sequence alone. Strikingly, tRNA
structure-seq, by providing experimental restraints, improves structure prediction under
in vivo conditions to ∼95% accuracy, with more than 14 tRNAs predicted completely
correctly. tRNA structure-seq also quantifies the relative levels of tRNAs and their natu-
ral modifications at single nucleotide resolution, as validated by LC-MS/MS. Our appli-
cation of tRNA structure-seq yields insights into tRNA structure in living cells,
revealing that it is not immutable but has dynamics, with partial unfolding of secondary
and tertiary tRNA structure under heat stress that is correlated with a loss of tRNA
abundance. This method is applicable to other small RNAs, including those with natu-
ral modifications and highly structured regions.
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RNA structure plays crucial roles in regulation of gene expression via transcription,
translation, and RNA processing (1, 2). To do so, RNA molecules fold into specific
secondary and tertiary structures. It is thus critically important to accurately determine
RNA structure in vivo. To predict RNA structure in vitro and in vivo, multiple
approaches have been developed that are semiempirical and use experimental data, for
instance (3–7). These approaches rely on two basic strategies: one utilizing structure-
specific enzymes, applicable only in vitro, and the other utilizing structure-specific
chemicals, applied both in vitro and in vivo. The cleavage/modification sites of these
probes are determined by sequencing, which provides information about RNA flexibil-
ity and accessibility at single-nucleotide resolution. Dimethyl sulfate (DMS) is one of
the most common structure-probing chemicals (8, 9). It methylates the N1 of adenine
(m1A), the N3 of cytosine (m3C), and the N7 of guanine (m7G) when the nucleotide
is exposed (9). DMS can be used in vivo because it is cell membrane-permeant (7).
Reactive sites are determined by library sequencing following reverse transcription
(RT), wherein DMS methylation induces either termination or nucleotide mis-
incorporation, recorded as either RT stop counts (9) or elevated mutation signals (10),
respectively, in next-generation sequencing. These reactivity data are used in structure
prediction as experimental restraints that penalize base pairing (11). Using this strategy,
we and others have provided insights into in vivo RNA secondary structure (9, 12–14).
Siegfried and coworkers developed SHAPE-MaP, which exploits RT conditions that

induce a reverse transcriptase (RT) enzyme to mis-incorporate an incorrect nucleotide
opposite a modified nucleotide rather than an RT stop, in so-called “Mutational
Profiling” or MaP (10). The mutations in cDNA thus correspond to the SHAPE-
reactive sites, with the critical ability to record more than one chemical modification in
a single RNA molecule. Rouskin and coworkers extended MaP to DMS (15). Herein,
we present a workflow that combines features of MaP and Structure-seq, developed in
our labs (4, 9, 13), to facilitate the accurate prediction of highly structured and
modified small RNAs, in this case of tRNA (Fig. 1A).
Transfer RNA is comprised of four stems, four loops, and the CCA 30-terminus.

It engages in myriad tertiary interactions including parallel-stranded kissing loops
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Fig. 1. tRNA structure-seq: Mutational profiling detects DMS-induced modifications and natural tRNA modifications in yeast tRNAPhe. (A) Workflow for tRNA
structure-seq. Detailed procedures and representative results are provided in SI Appendix, Supplementary Text and Fig. S1. (B) DMS reactivity at As and Cs
mapped onto the secondary structure. Dashed lines show tertiary contacts (PDB: 1EHZ). Gs with DMS reactivity are circled. (C) DMS reactivities on A, C, G,
and U compared between –DMS (teal) and + DMS (red) samples on the yeast tRNAPhe T7 transcript. (D) DMS-reactive guanosines (red) and DMS accessibility
(cyan) mapped onto the crystal structure. The Left panel shows the DMS reactivities on G whereas the right panel shows the DMS accessibility to N7G calcu-
lated from solvent accessibility with solvent radius set 3Å for DMS. N7 of the guanine base is circled (Inset). Native modified guanosine residues are not
depicted. (E) Mutation specificity at DMS-induced modifications from the top 10 DMS-reactive sites across all three types of bases in a T7 transcript. (F) Sec-
ondary structure with natural modifications of the native yeast tRNAPhe. Positions with strong mutation rates in –DMS samples are annotated by red arrows.
(G) Frequency of the 3 possible misincorporations at natural modification sites, m2

2G26, yW37, m7G46, and m1A58, obtained from –DMS native yeast tRNAPhe.
Each modification is present only once.
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between the D- and T-loops (Fig. 1B). Precursor tRNAs undergo
tRNA processing and modification to produce the mature tRNAs,
which are further aminoacylated for translation (16, 17). The fold-
ing of tRNA is enhanced in cellular conditions and it is critical in
tRNA maturation and translation (18, 19). Indeed, tRNA variants
and defects in tRNA modifications often lead to tRNA misfolding
and severe disease (20–22). As such, determining the structure of
tRNA genome-wide and in vivo, including during stress, would
provide keen insight into tRNA biology; however, doing so
requires clearing several technical hurdles. First, tRNA has numer-
ous naturally modified nucleotides, including those that are on the
Watson–Crick face such as m1A and 1-methylguanosine (m1G),
which results in short cDNA fragments under existing tRNA
sequencing methods (23). Second, tRNA is highly structured,
which also often terminates RT. Third, tRNA sequences are simi-
lar to one another, and thus methods that result in RT stops often
yield fragments that are too short (less than 20 nt) to uniquely
map to a single reference tRNA gene.
In this study, we developed a new Structure-seq method

focused on tRNA, which we call “tRNA structure-seq” (Fig.
1A). We performed two size selection steps during the library
preparation, one to obtain full-length tRNA and another to
obtain full-length cDNAs, which increase the mapping accu-
racy and allow for assessment by ShapeMapper of just those
single-transcripts that are full-length. After 30-end-ligation, we
used an ultra-processive RT enzyme to perform mutational pro-
filing (MaP) to detect both DMS-induced modifications and
natural modifications. tRNA structure-seq predicts tRNA second-
ary structure with ∼95% accuracy overall, with many tRNAs pre-
dicted completely correctly. Our application of tRNA structure-seq
to E. coli revealed its tRNA structurome under heat stress and heat
shock conditions and uncovered dynamics in tRNA structure and
modification that could affect translation and tRNA turnover.

Results

tRNA Structure-seq reports DMS reactivities and natural modifi-
cations in yeast tRNAPhe. To study the in vivo tRNA structurome,
we developed tRNA structure-seq, which records DMS reactivity
data and natural modifications (Fig. 1A and SI Appendix, Fig. S1).
To facilitate misincorporation of nucleotides at DMS- and natu-
rally- modified sites, we used 2 mM Mn2+ in place of Mg2+ in
the reaction of Marathon RTase (24). Full-length cDNAs corre-
sponding to the expected length of 30-end-ligated tRNAs were gel
purified (SI Appendix, Fig. S1B). We tested if tRNA structure-seq
can detect DMS modification sites using a yeast tRNAPhe T7
transcript, which lacks modified nucleotides (Fig. 1 B–E). Muta-
tion rates, calculated using ShapeMapper2 (25), at A, C, and G in
the +DMS sample are significantly higher than the respective
–DMS background rates (Fig. 1C). This finding is consistent with
the known nucleobase specificity of DMS for the N1 of A, N3 of
C, and N7 of G (3), and that modification at all three of these
sites, including the Hoogsteen face of G as first reported by Pyle
and coworkers for Mararthon RTase with Mn2+ (24), elevates the
mutation rate. Likewise, absence of enhanced mutation rate at U’s
is consistent with known nucleobase specificity of DMS reaction.
Normalized DMS reactivities (defined in SI Appendix)

revealed that six A’s and three C’s in the loops, joining regions,
and CCA terminus of the T7 transcript have signals above
background (Fig. 1B). We note that while three C’s in stems
also had DMS signals above background, one was at the end of
the acceptor stem and another near a G•U wobble, providing
plausible means for DMS attack. Turning to G’s, these had
DMS signals throughout the loops and stems, with the latter

likely occurring because N7 of the G resides in the DMS-
accessible major groove (Fig. 1D). The DMS-induced modifi-
cations caused a 5–9% total rate of mutation at the top 10
DMS-reactive positions, with the actual value depending on
whether it was an m1A (9%), m3C(5%), or m7G (5%) DMS
modification (Fig. 1E). We note that the dynamic range is
broad, with 25 of the 76 bases in tRNA reactive to DMS (Fig.
1 B and D).

Next, we tested if misincorporation levels varied in a native
tRNA, which is naturally modified. We performed mutational
profiling using –DMS native yeast tRNAPhe (Fig. 1 F–G), which
has 12 positions with natural modifications. We observed strong
mutation signals at m2

2G26, Cm32, Gm34, yW37, m7G46, and
m1A58 (Fig. 1F). Overall rates of mutation at these naturally mod-
ified sites were much higher than at the sites of DMS-induced
modification in the tRNAPhe T7 transcript (compare Fig. 1G to
Fig. 1E). For example, overall mutation rates at m7G46
and m1A58 in the native tRNAPhe were 22% and 67%, respec-
tively, but only 5% and 9% in the DMS-modified tRNAPhe

T7 transcript. Nonetheless, while the rate of mutation varied
strongly between natural- and DMS-modifications, the nucleo-
base specificity of mutation did not vary strongly. For instance,
mutation specificity for DMS-induced m1A (top 10) (Fig. 1E)
was 6: 2: 1 for changes in the cDNA to T, G, and C, respectively,
and 5: 2.4: 1 for the same changes opposite natural m1A58, albeit
this natural modification was studied herein on only one tRNA.
Likewise, for m7G (top 10), DMS-induced mutation specificity
was 4: 1: negligible for changes to A, T, and C, respectively, and
21: negligible: negligible for the same changes opposite natural
m7G46. We normalized on the maximum mutational change to
estimate the average rate of DMS-induced modification in the
in vitro T7 transcript as 15% (=6%A > T/40%A > T * 100%)
for m1A (top 10) and 19% (=4%G > A/21%G > A * 100%)
for m7G (top 10).

DMS structural restraints significantly improve the accuracy of
tRNA structure prediction. Next, we performed tRNA structure-
seq in vitro and in vivo (Fig. 2). We prepared 49 unmodified
E. coli tRNA transcripts in vitro by T7 transcription and obtained
the in vivo set of E. coli native tRNAs by extraction from cells
grown at 37 °C. The experiments were performed with two bio-
logical replicates for the tRNA T7 transcripts and three biological
replicates for the in vivo tRNAs. Since each replicate showed simi-
lar DMS reactivities (SI Appendix, Fig. S2), we combined the repli-
cates and analyzed the combined data, as previously (9, 26).

We observed the same trend of A-, C-, and G-specificity of the
DMS-induced mutation rate for the large set of E. coli tRNAs
both in vitro and in vivo (Fig. 2 A and B), as for yeast tRNAPhe

in vitro (Fig. 1C). Given the nucleobase specificity of the DMS
reactivity, we analyzed the positional specificity of the reaction in
the 48 tRNAs in vitro (SI Appendix, Fig. S3) and in vivo (Fig.
2C). Analysis of the DMS reactivity of these tRNAs revealed a
unique pattern of reactivity across all four loops and the CCA ter-
minus both in vitro and in vivo. The anticodon loop spanning
positions 32–38, the A at position 58, and the CCA terminus all
have high DMS reactivities in vitro and in vivo. Notably, A58
almost always has the highest reactivity of all nucleotides in vitro
and in vivo. In the T-loop, A58 forms a reverse Hoogsteen base
pair with U54 (see next section) wherein the adenine is flipped
180° (27); this conformation, which can also form in the second-
ary structure alone (28), exposes the N1 of A58. It is notable
that while A58 is not naturally modified in E. coli, it is naturally
N1-methylated in yeast tRNAPhe (Fig. 1F); apparently the
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juxtaposition of this noncanonical base pair predisposes A58 to
reaction with either a chemical or a methylating enzyme.
We optimized the ShapeMapper2 separation threshold parame-

ter for Marathon RTase (SI Appendix, Table S1 and Fig. S4) and
carried out structure prediction by minimal free energy calculation
(Fig. 2D) (29). Reactivities with DMS in vitro and in vivo were
used to provide pseudo free energy restraints (see Materials and
Methods). Prior to structure prediction, we subtracted out muta-
tions contributed by naturally modified bases and filtered out
DMS reactivities at G and U (See SI Appendix, Materials and
Methods). Accuracy was judged relative to the genomic tRNA data-
base (gtrnadb.ucsc.edu/index.html), which consists of tRNA sec-
ondary structures attained via covariation (30). The mean accuracy
of purely in silico prediction was modest at just 79.1% (Fig. 2D,
yellow and SI Appendix, Table S2, Bottom) where the canonical
cloverleaf structure is equated to 100% accuracy. However, when
in vitro or in vivo DMS profiles were incorporated, the mean accu-
racy of the prediction increased significantly, by 12% (92%
prediction accuracy) in vitro and by 16% (95% prediction accu-
racy) in vivo (Fig. 2D, green and blue and SI Appendix, Table S2,
Bottom). The effect on certain RNAs was especially notable. For
instance, in silico-predicted tRNALeu-CAG-1–1 scored only 38%
structural accuracy, whereas the in vitro and in vivo-predicted
tRNALeu-CAG-1–1 improved by 60% to score 98% accuracy,

primarily by driving DMS-reactive C35 and three 30 nucleotides
(the discriminator base and CC of the CCA) out of mispairings
(Fig. 2D and SI Appendix, Table S2, purple line/highlight; and
Fig. 2 E and F). Moreover, when considering the 17 tRNAs with
poorest in silico predictions, which is a full 40% of the tRNAs
with DMS data, the accuracy increased even more, from 59 to
88% in vitro (an increase of 29%) and from 59 to 93% in vivo
(an increase of 34%). Nearly all tRNAs were predicted equally well
or much better using DMS restraints than in silico (Fig. 2D, gray
lines). Overall, our results indicate that DMS restraints significantly
improve the accuracy of tRNA secondary structure prediction,
especially for those tRNAs with poor prediction in silico.

tRNA secondary structure partially unfolds under heat stress
and heat shock. Our previous study of RNA structure in rice
seedlings showed that heat shock globally unfolds mRNA struc-
ture, which promotes degradation and decreased abundance of
mRNA (31). The effect of heat on in vivo tRNA structure has
not been tested. We carried out tRNA structure-seq under two
sets of stress conditions: (i) continuous 47 °C culture referred
to as “heat stress” (Fig. 3, “h. stress”) and (ii) 30 °C culture fol-
lowed by a temperature shift to 47 °C for 20 min referred to as
“heat shock” (Fig. 3, “h. shock”); these were compared to con-
tinuous growth at 37 °C and 30 °C, respectively.
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Fig. 3. In vivo heat stress in E. coli unfolds the structure of its tRNA. (A) tRNA secondary structure was predicted by minimal free energy calculation using
in vivo DMS restraints. Sequencing experiments were performed with three biological repeats (n = 3) and the reads merged. E. coli cultures were grown at
37 °C, h. stress (47 °C), 30 °C, or h. shock (=30 °C ! 47 °C for 20 min). Values for individual tRNAs provided in SI Appendix, Table S3. Gray lines show changes
in canonical folding of the same tRNA species between different conditions. (The in vivo data points at 37 °C from Fig. 2D are replotted here.) (B) Normalized
DMS reactivities in acceptor stem, D-stem, anticodon stem, and T-stem. “Native Folding” (Bottom) are the tRNA species predicted to have canonical structure
in the 37 °C and h. stress conditions (i.e., Δaccuracy (A47 °C – A37 °C) = 0% and A37 °C > 95%), whereas “Nonnative Folding” is the tRNA species that were pre-
dicted to have a nonnative structure in the h. stress condition (i.e., Δaccuracy (A47 °C – A37 °C) < –7%). (C and D) Normalized DMS reactivities at A58 and C56.
(E) Reverse Hoogsteen base pair between U54 and A58 (yellow) and Watson–Crick pair between G19 (blue) and C56 (yellow) in the crystal structure of
unmodified E. coli tRNAPhe (PDB: 3L0U). The black circle shows the N1 of A58 is exposed to solvent. The kissing T-loop and D-loop are colored yellow and
blue, respectively. (F) Proposed mechanism of partial unfolding of tRNA secondary structure under heat stress involving the acceptor stem and tertiary struc-
ture. Red regions have a change in DMS reactivity with temperature.
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Structure prediction by the minimal free energy approach sup-
ports a heat-induced decrease in native tRNA folding, suggesting
tRNA structure is malleable in vivo. This might be expected
thermodynamically, but its actual extent has not been assessed
for RNAs with such strong native structure as tRNAs. Given
that the cloverleaf structure defines a prediction accuracy of
100%, attainment of the cloverleaf structure decreased on aver-
age by 7%, from 95 to 88%, in heat stress, and by 4%, from
92 to 88%, upon heat shock (Fig. 3A and SI Appendix, Table
S3, Bottom), suggesting that heat partially unfolds tRNA, which
leads to alternative structures (predicted tRNA structures in
SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Inspection of Fig. 3 indicates severe loss
(from 10% to more than 50% loss) of the cloverleaf structure
for 9 tRNAs in heat stress and 4 tRNAs in heat shock. We also
tested for thermodynamic ensembles of tRNA structure using
Rsample, which models multiple RNA secondary structures using
thermodynamics combined with structure mapping data (32) (SI
Appendix, Fig. S6). The Rsample analysis from all E. coli tRNAs
reveals that tRNA has more structural fluctuations under the heat
stress condition (SI Appendix, Fig. S6A). For example, at 37 °C
tRNAAla-GGC-1–1 folds nearly uniformly into the cloverleaf
structure with a folding probability of ∼90% (SI Appendix, Fig.
S6B). However, under heat stress, the native fold reduced to
∼59% of the population, with the remainder adopting a rod-like
conformation (SI Appendix, Fig. S6C).
Since the heat stress condition shows more significant change

in prediction accuracy than the heat shock condition overall
with P values of 0.0049 and 0.027, respectively (Fig. 3A, Top),
we analyzed the heat stress data in depth. Analysis of DMS
reactivities in each stem of those tRNAs predicted to have alter-
native secondary structures under heat stress (Fig. 3B, columns
2 and 4) revealed that DMS reactivities generally increased in the
acceptor stem, while DMS reactivities were largely unchanged in
the D-stem, anticodon stem, and T-stem (Fig. 3B). In addition,
reactivities at A58 and C56 in the T-loop decreased and
increased, respectively (Fig. 3 C and D). The results in the four
stems suggest that a major site of unfolding of certain tRNAs at
high temperatures is the acceptor stem (Fig. 3B), perhaps because
it involves pairing of the most distal nucleotides (Fig. 1C) and
perhaps because it is the only stem-loop that has no modified
bases (Fig. 1F). Notably, the mean free energy for formation of
the acceptor stem in the tRNAs with unfolded acceptor stems is
∼1.0 kcal/mol higher (i.e., weaker) than in the tRNAs with
folded acceptor stems consistent with nonnative folders being
more sensitive to heat stress.
An inverse dependency of DMS reactivity on temperature

occurred at A58 in the T-loop in almost every tRNA (Fig. 3C,
P value∼10�12). As mentioned above, A58 is involved in a
reverse Hoogsteen pair that leads to hyper-reactivity with DMS
(Fig. 2C). Observed loss of A58 DMS reactivity with tempera-
ture in the majority of the tRNAs (Fig. 3C, nearly all gray
lines) suggests melting of the T-loop in most tRNAs. As men-
tioned, the D- and T-loops have a kissing tertiary interaction
(Figs. 1B and 3E), which depends upon the T-loop conforma-
tion (28); thus, loss of the reverse Hoogsteen pair in the T-loop
may be associated with loss of the kissing tertiary structure in
the tRNA. To test this idea, we examined the DMS reactivity
of C56 in the T-loop (Fig. 3D), which participates in the kiss-
ing interaction via a Watson–Crick base pair with G19 in the
D-loop (Fig. 3E). We found increased reactivities at C56 upon
heat stress also in the majority of the tRNAs (Fig. 3D, most
gray lines, P value∼10�6), although not in most Watson–Crick
structures (Fig. 3B, D-stem, anticodon stem, and T-stem,
P values∼0.1–0.4 in heat stress) supporting loss of tertiary

structure in heat stress. In sum, we propose that at high tem-
perature the T-loop-D-loop tertiary interaction is broken, at
least some of the time, in most tRNAs, and that the acceptor
stem melts in a subset of tRNAs (see Fig. 3F for overall model).

tRNA abundance changes upon heat stress. tRNA structure-
seq requires experimental data for + and –DMS. We surmised that
we could use the –DMS data for quantification of tRNAs, as we
have done for mRNAs (26, 31). Such tRNA abundance informa-
tion could be helpful for discerning relationships with tRNA
unfolding. A classical strategy for tRNA quantification is northern
hybridization with a tRNA-specific probe (33), while more recently
several quantitative tRNA sequencing methods have been devel-
oped, which provide a reference for comparison (34–39) (see Dis-
cussion). To test if our tRNA structure-seq data are usable for tRNA
quantification, we estimated tRNA expression levels by quantifica-
tion of the sequence reads mapped to specific tRNA genes using
Salmon (40). We observe a clear correlation between our data and
the Northern blot data of Dong et al. (SI Appendix, Fig. S7A),
which is also consistent with the estimation of tRNA abundance by
Wei and coworkers (33, 36) (SI Appendix, Fig. S7B). Thus, tRNA
structure-seq appears useful for estimating tRNA abundance.

We then performed differential expression analyses with
DE-seq2 (41). The abundance of nine tRNAs differed between
37 °C and heat stress, with five increasing and four decreasing
in abundance in the heat stress condition (Fig. 4A). The abun-
dance of the other 36 tRNAs was not significantly changed. In
the case of the heat shock condition, we detected only four
tRNAs for which abundance changed significantly (Fig. 4B and
Discussion). Considering all 44 tRNAs, changes in tRNA abun-
dance have a weak inverse correlation with changes in DMS
reactivities (DMSheat stress – DMS37 °C) in the heat-sensitive
acceptor stem in tRNA (Fig. 4C). To further assess if these
changes in abundance in the heat stress condition were corre-
lated with structural changes in tRNA, we evaluated the pre-
dicted secondary structure of the nine tRNAs that differed in
expression between 37 °C and heat stress (Fig. 4 D–G and SI
Appendix, Fig. S8). At high temperatures, down-regulated
tRNAs show nonnative structures and low accuracy (Fig. 4 F
and G), while up-regulated tRNAs generally show native, clo-
verleaf structures (Fig. 4 D and E) with the one exception of
Leu-CAG-1–1. Leu-CAG-1–1 is predicted to have alternative
structure at high temperature where the As and Cs in the
acceptor stem have DMS reactivities, which supports unfolding
of the stem. This appears to induce alternative base-pairing in the
D-stem and limited base-pairing in the anti-codon stem (SI
Appendix, Fig. S8G). Met-CAT-1–1 shows strong reactivity in the
50-strand of the anticodon stem forming nucleotides (compare SI
Appendix, Fig. S8 I–M), while Arg-CCT-1–1 shows reactivity in
the 50-strand of the acceptor stem and D-stem forming nucleoti-
des (compare SI Appendix, Fig. S8 J–N). We previously found
that the last base pair in the acceptor stem significantly affects fold-
ing activity in tRNA (19). Moreover, the strongly down-regulated
tRNAs of Ser-GGA-1–1 and Tyr-GTA-2–1 have reactivity in
acceptor stem regions, and both tRNAs have strong DMS activities
in the last nucleotide in the acceptor stem (SI Appendix, Fig. S8
O and P), which potentially reduces the tRNA stability with cor-
related impacts on tRNA abundance. Overall, growth tempera-
ture could directly affect tRNA abundance through tRNA
unfolding/protein unbinding, favoring ribonuclease access.

Finally, we performed differential expression analyses between
heat shock and heat stress, with a goal of understanding whether
these two treatments affect tRNA structure and expression differ-
ently. We found that two tRNAs had an increase in abundance
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and four had a decrease in heat stress as compared to heat shock
(SI Appendix, Fig. S7C). Apparently, tRNA levels can change
between these two stress conditions.

tRNA modification levels change upon heat stress. tRNA is
the most heavily modified RNA on a per-base basis (42). In
principle, ShapeMapper2 can detect natural modifications in
tRNA if they result in mutations in the –DMS cDNA dataset
(see SI Appendix, Materials and Methods). Indeed, we were able
to detect a significant number of nucleobase modifications, as
described earlier (Fig. 1 F and G). When we used just raw

in vivo tRNA data (i.e., –DMS), we detected one natural modi-
fication in tRNAGly-CCC-1–1, s4U8, but not the other three
modifications (SI Appendix, Fig. S9A). In an effort to enhance
detection of natural modifications, we tested if subtraction
of the in vitro data (–DMS) from the in vivo data (–DMS) for-
tRNAGly-CCC-1–1 could improve the signal-to-noise (SI
Appendix, Fig. S9B). Indeed, mutational signals from natural
modifications are not present in the in vitro DMS reactivities
as expected (compare Fig. 2C to SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Remark-
ably, subtraction of the T7 transcript reactivity data led to
identification of the other three modifications (SI Appendix,
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Fig. 4. tRNA structure-seq detects changes in tRNA abundance upon heat stress. Differential expression analysis of tRNA (A) between 37 °C and the h.
stress condition and (B) between 30 °C and the h. shock condition are provided, where tRNA structure-seq data (–DMS data, n = 3) were used for the differ-
ential expression analysis. (C) Changes in tRNA abundance have a weak inverse correlation with the change in DMS reactivity in the acceptor stem between
37 °C and the h. stress condition. (D–G) Representative predicted secondary structures and statistics of up-regulated (red) or down-regulated (blue) tRNAs
are depicted in the heat stress condition depicted with normalized reactivity (see SI Appendix, Fig. S8 for all structures). (D) Arg-CCG-1–1 and (E) Ile-GAT-1–1
are up-regulated at 47 oC, whereas (F) Met-CAT-1–1 and (G) Arg-CCT-1–1 are down-regulated at 47 °C. The arrows show the DMS reactive sites only seen
under the h. stress condition.
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Fig. S9B). It is particularly noteworthy that three of these mod-
ifications are not on the Watson–Crick face (D20, m5U54, and
Ψ55) yet are still detected using MaP with Marathon.
Next, we analyzed 36 native tRNAs for which we had sufficient

in vivo data, i.e., modifications reported in Modomics (42) and at
least 5,000 full length reads, to derive modification profiles using
the strategy defined above (Fig. 5 A–D and SI Appendix, Fig.
S10). As expected, modifications at the Watson–Crick face such
as s4U8 and bulky modifications such as 2-methylthio-N6-iso-
pentenyladenosine at position 37 (ms2i6A37) and N6-methyl-
N6-threonylcarbamoyladenosine at position 37 (m6t6A37)
tend to have a strong mutation signal (Fig. 5 A–D and SI
Appendix, Fig. S10, yellow stripe, blue color). In contrast, 20-O-
methyl modifications (e.g., Gm) and dihydrouridines (D), as well as
m5U54 and Ψ55 have weak signal (Fig. 5 A–D, yellow stripe, green-
ish or no colors). In particular, our mutational profiling detected nei-
ther of the two dihydrouridines in tRNALeu TAA-1–1 (Fig. 5B) and
only one of three dihydrouridines in tRNAThr GGT-1–1 (Fig. 5C).
Overall, we detected about 40% of known modified positions in E.
coli tRNA (Fig. 5E).
Historically, levels of tRNA modification have been estimated by

nucleoside analysis with LC-MS/MS where tRNA is degraded to
nucleosides (43, 44). However, this does not provide information
on the site of modification nor on the tRNA identity. We thus
tested if the mutation rates in mutational profiling correlate with
modification levels based on LC-MS/MS. Four dilution series of
native yeast tRNAPhe were prepared, and modification levels were
determined by nucleoside analysis with LC-MS/MS or mutational
profiling (SI Appendix, Fig. S11). Mutation rate and MS normal-
ized peak area are highly correlated (Fig. 5F and SI Appendix, Fig.
S11), indicating that mutational profiling indeed can estimate rela-
tive levels of known modifications.
We then applied mutational profiling to test how temperature

affects levels of known natural modifications in tRNA. Changes
in the levels of modifications in 36 different E. coli tRNAs were
estimated from in vivo –DMS data under the four different
growth conditions (Fig. 5 G–N and SI Appendix, Fig. S12). We
found that levels of s4U and D were statistically constant under
heat stress conditions, but that s4U levels increased dramatically
under heat shock (Fig. 5 G and H). Modification at position
18 (=20-O-methylguanine (Gm18)) increased under both heat
stress and heat shock conditions (Fig. 5I). Considering the antico-
don, levels of modification at positions 34 and 37 were relatively
constant with heat (Fig. 5 K and L), but modification at position
32 (=20-O-methylcytidine (Cm32), 2-thiocytidine (s2C), or 20-O-
methyluridine (Um32),) decreased in the heat stress condition
(Fig. 5J). Levels of m7G46 increased under heat stress, while
3-amino-3-carbozypropyluridine at position 47 (acp3U47) decreased
quite significantly under the heat stress and increased slightly
under heat shock conditions (Fig. 5 M and N). We tracked the
extent of modification at specific tRNA sites (SI Appendix, Fig.
S12), which were cross-validated by nucleoside analysis (SI
Appendix, Figs. S13–S16). The relative changes in modifications
calculated from MaP and LC-MS/MS are reasonably correlated
(R = 0.63 and P = 3.9e�5) (SI Appendix, Fig. S16E), which sup-
ports the quantitative accuracy of mutational profiling.

Discussion

Transfer RNA is one of the most studied RNA molecules due to
the importance of the decoding system. Indeed, the cloverleaf sec-
ondary structure of tRNA was determined in 1965 and the first
crystal structure was solved in 1974 (45, 46). Besides the decoding
system, recent studies have revealed that tRNA is related to myriad

cellular phenomena such as regulation of the metabolome, gene
silencing, and formation of viral particles (47, 48). Despite the
extensive long-term studies on tRNA, it has been unclear how
tRNA folds in vivo and under various stress conditions. Our tech-
niques help address such outstanding questions. Structure-seq
incorporates experimental accessibility data to improve the accuracy
of RNA secondary structure prediction and reveals roles of RNA
structure in biological processes. Transfer RNA is a small ∼80 nt
RNA that plays critical roles in translation including supplying
amino acids to the ribosome and decoding codons. It undergoes
processing and possesses many posttranscriptional modifications.
Loss of tRNA functions causes severe disease in humans including
developmental disorders, heart disease, and metabolic diseases (21).
It is thus essential to address how tRNA gains and loses its struc-
ture and function in the living cell.

Herein, we adapted our Structure-seq method (9, 13, 14) to
the tRNA structurome. We find that tRNA structure-seq can
predict canonical tRNA structures with 95% average accuracy
while revealing that under heat stress conditions many tRNAs
undergo a loss in tertiary structure and that the acceptor stem
unfolds in a subset of these tRNAs. Using tRNA structure-seq
data, we found evidence that tRNA structure also affects tRNA
abundance and modification levels.

tRNA structure-seq provides structural information on tRNA
under in vivo conditions. tRNA structure-seq gives insight into
the folding of multiple tRNAs under in vivo conditions. This is
achieved by DMS probing combined with mutational profiling
(MaP) (49). The DMS modifications at single-stranded regions in
tRNA can give rise to an RT stop or misincorporation during
cDNA synthesis. We used Marathon RTase, a highly processive
reverse transcriptase, to promote misincorporations rather than ter-
mination in the cDNA at the sites of DMS modification, and con-
ducted size selection of cDNA corresponding to full-length tRNAs.
The mutations in cDNA then were quantified by deep sequencing.

We conducted tRNA structurome determination under several
conditions: in silico, in vitro, and in vivo under 30 °C, 37 °C,
heat stress, and heat shock conditions (Figs. 2D and 3A). Struc-
ture prediction, performed by the minimal free energy calcula-
tion, revealed that the overall prediction accuracy improved from
79% in silico to 95% in the control in vivo (37 °C) condition.
The heat stress conditions, on the other hand, significantly
diminished canonical tRNA folding, down to ∼88% on average,
and much more for certain tRNAs (Fig. 3A), suggesting that heat
stress conditions partially unfold certain tRNA structures. This
was supported by enhanced DMS reactivities in acceptor stem
and D- and T-loops under heat stress (Figs. 2C and 3).

It is also of interest to consider those tRNAs whose predic-
tion accuracy remains poor under all three conditions: in silico,
in vitro, and in vivo. For Gly-GCC-1–1 (accuracy is 67%), the
DMS reactive positions look as expected; however, the
sequence in the variable loop is incorrectly predicted to base
pair with the 50 sequence in the anticodon stem (SI Appendix,
Fig. S5 and Table S3). For Leu-CAG-2–1, accuracy is 100% at
30 °C but drops to 67% at 37 °C and remains near this level
under heat stress and shock, suggesting a partial unfolding even
at 37 °C (see SI Appendix, Fig. S5 and Table S3). Finally, for
Pro-TGG-1–1, as in the case of Gly-GCC-1–1 (above), the
sequence in the variable loop can base pair elsewhere, here with
the sequence in the T-stem (see SI Appendix, Fig. S5) although it
folds closer to the canonical cloverleaf at 30 oC and under stress
conditions. Thus, some tRNAs might serve enhanced roles in cold
conditions (e.g., Leu-CAG-2-1) while others might do so in heat
(e.g., Pro-TGG-1-1).
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Fig. 5. Levels of tRNA modification vary under heat stress conditions. (A–D) Normalized reactivity for E. coli tRNA modifications was detected by mutational
profiling. “Experiment” shows positions that have high mutation rate (–DMS) whereas “Model” shows positions of the known modification in E. coli. Examples
of tRNA mutational profiling for (A) tRNAGly CCC-1–1, (B) tRNALeu TAA-1–1, (C) tRNAThr GGT-1–1, and (D) tRNATyr GTA-1–1 are provided. (E) Mutational profiling
is depicted on the secondary structure of tRNA. In the gray box, “known mods” (the denominator) is the number of known natural modifications at particular
positions in tRNA according to the Modomics database. The “detected mods” (the numerator) is the number of detected natural modifications by tRNA
structure-seq, where detected normalized mutation rates are higher than 2 at the positions. (F) Mutation rates and MS normalized peak areas are corre-
lated. tRNA modification levels estimated by averaged mutational profiling (n = 2) and averaged nucleoside analysis (n = 4). (G–N) Normalized reactivities for
overall levels of the known modifications in 36 E. coli tRNAs are plotted. The blue boxes are the standard conditions and the red boxes are the heat condi-
tions. Numerous changes in the individual levels of (G) s4U8, (H) dihydrouridines, (I) Gm18, (J) anticodon modifications at position 32 including Cm32, Um32,
and s2C, (K) anticodon modifications at position 34 including cmo5U, Q, ac4C, GluQ, cmnm5Um, mnm5U, cmnm5s2U, mnm5s2U, and Cm, (L) anticodon modifi-
cations at position 37 including m2A, ms2i6A, t6A, m6t6A, and m1G, (M) m7G46, and (N) acp3U47 are apparent. All data are found in SI Appendix, Fig. S12.
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tRNA structure-seq provides insight into tRNA abundance and
modification levels during heat stress and shock. tRNA structure-
seq provides relative levels of tRNAs and their site-specific modifi-
cations (Figs. 4 and 5). Our data show that the abundance of
both initiator tRNAfMets, which are natively folded under all four
conditions (SI Appendix, Table S3), increases upon heat shock
(P values∼10�28 and 10�31) (Fig. 4B); strikingly, these were the
only tRNAs to increase in abundance under these conditions.
This suggests a possible first heat-shock response where more
tRNAfMet could enhance the kinetics of the tRNA binding to the
P site on the small ribosomal subunit during the formation of
the initiation complex. It is also notable that Phe-GAA-1–1 was
one of only two tRNAs to decrease in abundance upon heat
shock (P value∼10�46), with Ser-GCT-1–1 being the other
(P value∼10�19). Notably, Phe-GAA-1–1 is the only tRNA that
decodes Phe, suggesting a possible pause in elongation on most
mRNAs during the brief heat shock. Indeed, loss of Phe-GAA-
1–1 and Ser-GCT-1–1 would halt translation of most proteins
near the N terminus, potentially preventing translation and heat-
associated protein misfolding (SI Appendix, Fig. S17). Notably,
over 99% of all annotated codons in E. coli have one of these
three codons, indicating that nearly all protein synthesis would
stop. To summarize, during heat shock ribosomes could be
strongly recruited to initiate on mRNA, but then stall at Phe-
GAA-1–1 and Ser-GCT-1–1 codons, the net effect of which
could be protection of the 50-end of mRNAs and protection
against protein misfolding. By contrast, numerous tRNAs
changed abundance after the longer heat stress (Fig. 4A) suggest-
ing that many tRNAs may be involved in adaptation to
heat stress.
“Modification profiling” has been used to assess modifica-

tions in RNA. For example, Kimura and coworkers used RT
stop counts and mis-incorporaton rates from the RT reaction
to explore tRNA biology wherein their tRNA-seq combined
with mass spectrometry enabled identification of a new modifi-
cation and C-to-Ψ editing in tRNA in V. cholerae (38). Simi-
larly, modification profiling has been used for mapping known
RNA modifications such as N6-methyladenosine (m6A), m7G,
and 4-acetylcytidine (ac4C) as well as for detecting RNA edit-
ing at a transcriptomic level (50–52). Here, we showed that RT in
the presence of Mn2+ with subtraction of in vitro data significantly
improves the detection sensitivity of natural tRNA modification
(SI Appendix, Fig. S9). Our study suggests that mutation rates
from MaP are proportional to the modification levels from
LC-MS/MS, and therefore the two methods can be combined to
identify and quantify modifications (Fig. 5F and SI Appendix, Fig.
S16E). At this point, we speculate that mutation rates do not nec-
essarily reflect stoichiometry of modifications in tRNA. For
instance, normalized mutation rates of 300 and 20 from different
modifications are likely to not mean the stoichiometry of the mod-
ifications is 300:20 because mutation rates are likely to be affected
by the size of a functional group and its modification site, as well
as by the efficiency of ionization in the mass spectrometer (Fig. 5
G–N). Even so, our method allows relative quantification of the
same RNA modification as shown in Fig. 5F. Levels of RNA mod-
ification previously have been shown to change in response to envi-
ronmental stress and thus our method may find broad usage. For
example, in E. coli levels of the 20-O-methylated nucleotides in
tRNA are up-regulated under antibiotic conditions, while levels of
Cm32 and Um32 are down-regulated at 42 °C (53). This down-
regulation is consistent with our heat stress data at position 32 for
most tRNAs (Fig. 5J), while we see up-regulation upon heat stress/
shock for other site-specific modifications such as s4U8/9, Gm18
and m7G46 in certain tRNAs (Fig. 5 and SI Appendix, Fig. S12).

Future study will be needed to probe a relationship between indi-
vidual modifications and tRNA folding.

Comparison of tRNA structure-seq to other genomic RNA
mapping methods. Two genome-wide RNA structure probing
techniques, SHAPE-MaP and DMS-MaP, pioneered the use of
MaP (8, 10, 49). TheWeeks laboratory has applied mutational pro-
filing to ribonucleoproteins (RNPs) by in-cell crosslinking between
RNAs and proteins (RNP-MaP), which revealed the RNA-protein
interactome of multiple RNPs (54). A recent study from the Rous-
kin laboratory improved DMS-MaP seq in which they developed
the DREEM algorithm that enables detection of alternative RNA
structures by identifying mutually exclusive patterns of DMS-
induced mutations in sequencing reads and generating multiple
clusters of structures in a mathematically rigorous manner (49).
These important MaP technologies have led to technical and bio-
logical breakthroughs but have not been benchmarked against
highly modified RNAs with defined tertiary structures. In contrast,
our study focuses on tRNAs, which have crystal structures of the
native modified state that enable us to report on prediction accuracy
and test defined secondary and tertiary structural elements.

The Narberhaus laboratory recently developed “Lead-seq” that
also enables in vivo structure probing of numerous RNAs includ-
ing tRNAs (55). In their method, chemical cleavage of RNA by
Pb2+ causes RT termination, which results in short cDNA frag-
ments. On the one hand, this method improved the prediction
accuracy of tRNA secondary structure in vivo, but on the other it
lacked signal in a 20 nt stretch at the critical 30 CCA terminus
due to the inability to unambiguously align short cDNA frag-
ments. Furthermore, because it uses a toxic metal ion, Lead-seq
may initiate a stress response in the organism, and lead ions are
known to bind to tRNA and so could alter their structure (56).

Several other quantitative tRNA sequencing methods have been
developed (34–39). Recently, Nedialkova and coworkers devel-
oped mim-tRNAseq that quantifies the abundance and modifica-
tion status of eukaryotic tRNAs by using an optimized TGIRT
reaction, considering the positions of known natural modifica-
tions, and clustering tRNAs with the same anticodon (39). These
methods have each provided important steps forward in in vivo
tRNA analysis. In comparison, tRNA structure-seq is unique in
that it reports tRNA structure, abundance, and modifications in a
single experiment. It uniquely detects nucleoside modifications
beyond methylations and does so without fragmenting the tRNA,
which aids mapping back to specific tRNA transcripts.

Conclusions. Overall, our tRNA structure-seq workflow provides
multiple fresh insights into how tRNA folds in living cells and how
tRNA structure, abundance, and modification levels sense changes
in temperature. The malleability of tRNA structure that we report
herein could affect any tRNA-related event including tRNA process-
ing, aminoacylation levels, and translation efficiency. To address
these events, in the future tRNA structure-seq could be applied to
precursor tRNAs, charged tRNAs, organellar tRNA and to ribosome
profiling for detailed translation analysis (57). Finally, in the future,
the workflow herein could be applied to structured and modified
small RNAs beyond tRNA to reveal new facets of RNA biology.

Materials and Methods

Following is a summary of methods, with details in the SI Appendix. In vivo
chemical probing was performed with 100 mM DMS at various temperatures for
5 min. Total RNA was extracted by TRIzol. Then, the tRNA fraction was purified by
gel separation and extraction. The adapter was ligated to the 30 end of tRNA,
and then RT was performed with Marathon reverse transcriptase in the presence
of 2 mM Mn2+. The resultant full-length cDNA was further purified by gel
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separation and extraction. The purified cDNA was circularized with CircLigase II.
Indexing PCR was performed with Q5 high fidelity DNA polymerase for 17 cycles.
Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq 550. Adapter sequence was
trimmed using Cutadapt (58) and resulting sequencing data were analyzed by
ShapeMapper2 (25). ShapeMapper outputs were analyzed by custom Python and
R scripts. Structure prediction was performed with RNAstructure (29). For nucleoside
analysis, tRNA was digested by Benzonase, snake venom phosphodiesterase, and
bacterial alkaline phosphatase at 37 °C for 3 h. The reaction mixture was filtered
through an Amicon ultracentrifugal filter (Mw 10,000 cut) to remove the enzymes.
Nucleoside analysis was performed using Shimadzu Prominence UPLC in line with
an AB SCIEX 5600 Triple TOF tandem mass spectrometer.

Data Availability Statement. Sequencing data, all data for figures, supple-
mentary figures, tables, and supplementary tables are available at Scholar Sphere
(https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/resources/fd08962f-fee4-47ad-ae97-0d0562cb29ec).
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